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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] Not Applicable.

BACKGROUND

1. Background and Relevant Art

[0002] Computer systems and related technology af-
fect many aspects of society. Indeed, the computer sys-
tem’s ability to process information has transformed the
way we live and work. Computer systems now commonly
perform a host of tasks (e.g., word processing, schedul-
ing, accounting, etc.) that prior to the advent of the com-
puter system were performed manually. More recently,
computer systems have been coupled to one another
and to other electronic devices to form both wired and
wireless computer networks over which the computer
systems and other electronic devices can transfer elec-
tronic data. Accordingly, the performance of many com-
puting tasks is distributed across a number of different
computer systems and/or a number of different comput-
ing environments.
[0003] Search engines can be used on networks, in-
cluding the Internet, to locate information of interest to a
user. A search engine typically uses a crawler that con-
tinual crawls Web pages on a network, such as, the In-
ternet, to index content. To find content, a user submits
one or more search terms to the search engine. The
search engine identifies pages deemed to contain con-
tent relevant to the one or more search terms. The search
engine then returns links to the identified pages back to
the user. The user can then select (e.g., "click") a link to
view content of a corresponding page.
[0004] A structured data search system (SDSS) simi-
larly crawls a network, such as the Internet, to index struc-
tured information. Structured information can include ta-
bles in a relational database or HTML tables extracted
from Web pages. To find structured data, a user submits
one or more search terms to the SDSS. The SDSS iden-
tifies structured data, such as, a table, deemed to contain
content relevant to the one or more search terms. The
search engine then returns the structured data back to
the user. The user can then integrate the structured data
into their applications.
[0005] To effectively index structured data, such as, a
table, at least some understanding of the structured data
is necessary. Some tables on a network can expressly
define their subject column and column headers. An
SDDS can index these types of tables relatively efficient-
ly. Other tables on the network may not expressly define
their subject column and/or column headers. An SDSS
may be incapable of indexing these other types of tables.
[0006] Due to the diversity of content generation on
the Internet, a substantial portion of tables on the Internet
lack an expressly defined subject column and/or express-

ly defined column headers. Since an SDSS may be in-
capable of indexing tables lacking an expressly subject
column and/or expressly defined column headers, it is
highly unlikely of returning such tables in response to a
user search. Thus, it may be very difficult for a user to
find tables that lack an expressly subject column and/or
that lack expressly defined column headers, even if the
content of such tables would be useful.
Wang, Jingjing et al, "Understanding Tables on the Web",
Conceptual Modeling Lecture Notes in Computer Sci-
ence, vol. 7532, pages 141 to 155, 2012, relates to un-
derstanding tables on the web. The problem of under-
standing a web table is defined as the problem of asso-
ciating the table with one or more semantic concepts in
a general purpose knowledge base. In particular, after
the association is established, each row of the table will
describe the attributes of a particular entity. A general-
purpose taxonomy called Probase is used. Probase has
over 2.7 million concepts. Each concept contains a set
of entities ranked by their popularity or other scores, and
also a set of attributes used to describe entities in that
concept. In the overall process for understanding web
tables, it is first tried to detect the header in a table. If no
header can be detected, one is generated using the table
content. Then the column that contains entities (other are
attribute columns) is identified.
It is the object of the present invention to provide an im-
proved method and system for detecting one or more
subject columns of a table.
This object is solved by the subject matter of the inde-
pendent claims.
Embodiments are defined by the dependent claims.

BRIEF SUMMARY

[0007] The present invention extends to methods, sys-
tems, and computer program products for understanding
tables for search. Aspects of the invention include iden-
tifying a subject column for a table, detecting a column
header for a table using other tables, and detecting a
column header for a table using a knowledge base.
[0008] This summary is provided to introduce a selec-
tion of concepts in a simplified form that are further de-
scribed below in the Detailed Description. This Summary
is not intended to identify key features or essential fea-
tures of the claimed subject matter, nor is it intended to
be used as an aid in determining the scope of the claimed
subject matter.
[0009] Additional features and advantages of the in-
vention will be set forth in the description which follows,
and in part will be obvious from the description, or may
be learned by the practice of the invention. The features
and advantages of the invention may be realized and
obtained by means of the instruments and combinations
particularly pointed out in the appended claims. These
and other features of the present invention will become
more fully apparent from the following description and
appended claims, or may be learned by the practice of
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the invention as set forth hereinafter.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010] In order to describe the manner in which the
above-recited and other advantages and features of the
invention can be obtained, a more particular description
of the invention briefly described above will be rendered
by reference to specific implementations thereof which
are illustrated in the appended drawings. Understanding
that these drawings depict only some implementations
of the invention and are not therefore to be considered
to be limiting of its scope, the invention will be described
and explained with additional specificity and detail
through the use of the accompanying drawings in which:

Figure 1 illustrates an example computer architec-
ture that facilitates building one or more indexes from
one or more datasets of structured data.
Figure 2 illustrates an example computer architec-
ture that facilitates identifying a subject column of a
table.
Figure 3 illustrates a flow chart of an example method
for identifying a subject column of a table.
Figure 4 illustrates example computer architecture
that facilitates detecting a column header for a table.
Figure 5 illustrates a flow chart of an example method
for detecting column header for a table.
Figure 6 illustrates an example table.
Figure 7 illustrates various equations used to infer
concepts from a set of instances.
Figure 8 illustrates an example header row.
Figure 9 illustrates various equations used to calcu-
late typicality scores for extracted attributes.
Figure 10 illustrates an example table.
Figure 11 illustrates an example architecture that fa-
cilitates understanding a table.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0011] The present invention extends to methods, sys-
tems, and computer program products for understanding
tables for search. Aspects of the invention include iden-
tifying a subject column for a table, detecting a column
header for a table using other tables, and detecting a
column header for a table using a knowledge base.
[0012] Implementations of the present invention may
comprise or utilize a special purpose or general-purpose
computer including computer hardware, such as, for ex-
ample, one or more processors and system memory, as
discussed in greater detail below. Implementations within
the scope of the present invention also include physical
and other computer-readable media for carrying or stor-
ing computer-executable instructions and/or data struc-
tures. Such computer-readable media can be any avail-
able media that can be accessed by a general purpose
or special purpose computer system. Computer-reada-
ble media that store computer-executable instructions

are computer storage media (devices). Computer-read-
able media that carry computer-executable instructions
are transmission media. Thus, by way of example, and
not limitation, implementations of the invention can com-
prise at least two distinctly different kinds of computer-
readable media: computer storage media (devices) and
transmission media.
[0013] Computer storage media (devices) includes
RAM, ROM, EEPROM, CD-ROM, solid state drives
("SSDs") (e.g., based on RAM), Flash memory, phase-
change memory ("PCM"), other types of memory, other
optical disk storage, magnetic disk storage or other mag-
netic storage devices, or any other medium which can
be used to store desired program code means in the form
of computer-executable instructions or data structures
and which can be accessed by a general purpose or spe-
cial purpose computer.
[0014] A "network" is defined as one or more data links
that enable the transport of electronic data between com-
puter systems and/or modules and/or other electronic
devices. When information is transferred or provided over
a network or another communications connection (either
hardwired, wireless, or a combination of hardwired or
wireless) to a computer, the computer properly views the
connection as a transmission medium. Transmissions
media can include a network and/or data links which can
be used to carry desired program code means in the form
of computer-executable instructions or data structures
and which can be accessed by a general purpose or spe-
cial purpose computer. Combinations of the above
should also be included within the scope of computer-
readable media.
[0015] Further, upon reaching various computer sys-
tem components, program code means in the form of
computer-executable instructions or data structures can
be transferred automatically from transmission media to
computer storage media (devices) (or vice versa). For
example, computer-executable instructions or data
structures received over a network or data link can be
buffered in RAM within a network interface module (e.g.,
a "NIC"), and then eventually transferred to computer
system RAM and/or to less volatile computer storage me-
dia (devices) at a computer system. Thus, it should be
understood that computer storage media (devices) can
be included in computer system components that also
(or even primarily) utilize transmission media.
[0016] Computer-executable instructions comprise,
for example, instructions and data which, when executed
at a processor, cause a general purpose computer, spe-
cial purpose computer, or special purpose processing
device to perform a certain function or group of functions.
The computer executable instructions may be, for exam-
ple, binaries, intermediate format instructions such as
assembly language, or even source code. Although the
subject matter has been described in language specific
to structural features and/or methodological acts, it is to
be understood that the subject matter defined in the ap-
pended claims is not necessarily limited to the described
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features or acts described above. Rather, the described
features and acts are disclosed as example forms of im-
plementing the claims.
[0017] Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the
invention may be practiced in network computing envi-
ronments with many types of computer system configu-
rations, including, personal computers, desktop comput-
ers, laptop computers, message processors, hand-held
devices, multi-processor systems, microprocessor-
based or programmable consumer electronics, network
PCs, minicomputers, mainframe computers, mobile tel-
ephones, PDAs, tablets, pagers, routers, switches, and
the like. The invention may also be practiced in distributed
system environments where local and remote computer
systems, which are linked (either by hardwired data links,
wireless data links, or by a combination of hardwired and
wireless data links) through a network, both perform
tasks. In a distributed system environment, program
modules may be located in both local and remote memory
storage devices.
[0018] The invention can also be implemented in cloud
computing environments. In this description and the fol-
lowing claims, "cloud computing" is defined as a model
for enabling on-demand network access to a shared pool
of configurable computing resources. For example, cloud
computing can be employed in the marketplace to offer
ubiquitous and convenient on-demand access to the
shared pool of configurable computing resources. The
shared pool of configurable computing resources can be
rapidly provisioned via virtualization and released with
low management effort or service provider interaction,
and then scaled accordingly.
[0019] A cloud computing model can be composed of
various characteristics such as, for example, on-demand
self-service, broad network access, resource pooling,
rapid elasticity, measured service, and so forth. A cloud
computing model can also expose various service mod-
els, such as, for example, Software as a Service
("SaaS"), Platform as a Service ("PaaS"), and Infrastruc-
ture as a Service ("IaaS"). A cloud computing model can
also be deployed using different deployment models
such as private cloud, community cloud, public cloud,
hybrid cloud, and so forth. In this description and in the
claims, a "cloud computing environment" is an environ-
ment in which cloud computing is employed.
[0020] In these description and the following claims, a
"table" is defined as set of data elements (values) using
a model of vertical columns and horizontal rows. Each
intersection of a row and column represents a cell. Rows
can be identified by the values appearing in a specified
column subset, for example, identified as a key index.
Tables can be found in databases, in web pages, in cu-
rated datasets, captured from images (e.g., white-
boards), found in other files (e.g., Portable Document
Format ("PDF") files), or found in other sources, etc. As-
pects of the invention can be used to understand tables
from any of these sources.
[0021] One or more columns of a table can be subject

columns. A subject column contains the names of entities
the table is about. Other columns in a table represent
relationships or properties of entities in a subject column.
A subject column can be viewed as an approximate key.
[0022] A row of a table can be a column header. A
column header for a table contains names of the table’s
columns.
[0023] Referring briefly to Figure 10, Figure 10 depicts
a table 1000. Table 1000 has subject column 1021
"County Name" and column header 1022.
[0024] Aspects of the invention include identifying a
subject column for a table, detecting a column header
for a table using other tables, and detecting a column
header using a knowledge base.

Index Build Architecture

[0025] Figure 1 illustrates an example computer archi-
tecture 100 that facilitates building one or more indexes
from one or more datasets of structured data. Referring
to Figure 1, computer architecture 100 includes table ex-
traction and classification module 101, table understand-
ing module 102, table annotation module 103, feature
computation module 104, index building module 106,
web snapshot 111, curated dataset 112, click logs 113,
knowledge bases 114, and indexes 121, 122, and 123.
Each of table extraction and classification module 101,
table understanding module 102, table annotation mod-
ule 103, feature computation module 104, index building
module 106, web snapshot 111, curated dataset 112,
click logs 113, and knowledge bases 114, and indexes
121, 122, and 123 can be connected to one another over
(or be part of) a network, such as, for example, a Local
Area Network ("LAN"), a Wide Area Network ("WAN"),
and even the Internet. Accordingly, each of table extrac-
tion and classification module 101, table understanding
module 102, table annotation module 103, feature com-
putation module 104, index building module 106, web
snapshot 111, curated dataset 112, click logs 113, and
knowledge bases 114, and indexes 121, 122, and 123,
as well as any other connected computer systems and
their components, can create message related data and
exchange message related data (e.g., Internet Protocol
("IP") datagrams and other higher layer protocols that
utilize IP datagrams, such as, Transmission Control Pro-
tocol ("TCP"), Hypertext Transfer Protocol ("HTTP"),
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol ("SMTP"), etc. or using
other non-datagram protocols) over the network.
[0026] In general, computer architecture 100 can lev-
erage web snapshot 111, and possibly also one or more
curated datasets 112, to build one or more of indexes
121, 122, and 123. Computer architecture 100 can ex-
tract tables (e.g., web tables) from web snapshot 111
and/or one or more curated datasets 112, understand
and annotate the extracted tables, and build one or more
of indexes 121, 122, and 123 based on the understand-
ing/annotation of the tables. Indexes 121, 122, and 123
can then be used by an index serve component to retrieve
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candidate results to user queries as well as rank candi-
date result tables based on relevance. Each of indexes
121, 122, and 123 can be a different type of index, such
as, for example, a string mapping index that maps tokens
to identifiers and contains inverse document frequencies
of the tokens, a keyword (inverted) or feature index that
can be used to retrieve top ranked tables for user queries,
or a table content index that can be used to generate
previews/snippets for retrieved tables as well as fetch
complete tables when requested.
[0027] Within computer architecture 100, table extrac-
tion and classification module 101 can receive web snap-
shot 111 and/or curated data set 112 as input. Web snap-
shot 111 can include tables (e.g., web tables) in Hyper-
Text Markup Language (HTML) format. Curated dataset
112 can include tables in a site specific format, such as,
for example, data from data.gov or the World Bank. Web
snapshot 111 and curated dataset 112 can be created
using wrappers and/or crawlers that scrape sites, under-
stand the format of those sites, and extract tables. For
example, Web snapshot 111 can be created from scrap-
ing the Internet. Thus, Web snapshot 111 can include
web tables. The web tables can be relational or non-re-
lational. Some tables may expressly define a subject col-
umn and column headers. Other tables may lack an ex-
press definition of a subject column and/or column head-
ers.
[0028] Table extraction and classification module 101
can extract tables from web snapshot 111 and/or curated
data set 112. Table extraction and classification module
101 can filter out tables of no value, such as, for example,
tables used for navigational/layout purposes. From any
remaining tables, table extraction and classification mod-
ule 101 can classify tables as relational and/or non-rela-
tional tables. In one aspect, table extraction and classi-
fication module 101 also filters out non-relational tables.
Table extraction and classification module 101 can out-
put tables (e.g., relational tables) for use by other mod-
ules in computer architecture 100.
[0029] Click logs 113 can include link selection infor-
mation ("clicks") logged for a plurality of network users.
For the Internet, click logs 113 can include link selection
information for a larger plurality of users. Knowledgebas-
es 114 can include different classes of knowledgebase.
One class of knowledgebase can contain structured in-
formation about entities and/or relationships between en-
tities, such as, for example, web tables in web snapshot
111 and/or curated dataset 112. For example, a knowl-
edge base can include information about table entities,
including: entity names, entity types, entity attributes, and
values for entity attributes. Another class of knowledge-
base are those extracted from Web documents (e.g., us-
ing text patterns).
[0030] Table understanding module 102 can receive
tables (e.g., web tables, relational tables, etc.) extracted
by table extraction and classification module 101 as in-
put. Table understanding module 102 can use various
different table understanding algorithms to understand

tables. Some tables may lack expressly defined subject
columns and/or expressly defined column headers. As
such, table understanding algorithms can be configured
to identify subject columns for tables and/or detect col-
umn headers for tables when tables do not expressly
define such information. Table understanding module
102 can utilize click logs 113 and knowledgebases 114
to assist with understanding tables. Table understanding
module 102 can output identified subject columns and
detected column headers for tables.
[0031] Table annotation module 103 can receive ta-
bles (e.g., web tables, relational tables, etc.) extracted
by table extraction and classification module 101. Table
annotation module 103 can also receive identified subject
columns and detected column headers for tables (e.g.,
from table understanding module 102). Table annotation
module 103 can use various different table annotation
algorithms to annotate tables with relevant content that
is not expressly defined as being associated with tables.
For example, on a web page containing a table, content
within <table> and </table> tags (e.g., cell values and
column names) can be useful in supporting keyword and
data finding searches.
[0032] However, there can also be additional content
useful in supporting keyword and data finding searches
that is not within <table> and </table> tags. For example,
additional content can be on a web page outside <table>
and </table> tags, additional content can be in other web
pages containing links to the web page, additional con-
tent can be in click log data, etc. As such, table annotation
algorithms can be configured to identify this additional
content and annotate corresponding tables with the ad-
ditional content. Subsequently, index building module
106 can generate inverted index over this additional con-
tent as well as content within <table> and </table> tags.
[0033] Table annotation module 103 can utilize click
logs 113 and knowledge bases 114 to assist with identi-
fying additional content and annotating corresponding ta-
bles with the additional content. Table annotation module
103 can output tables annotated with corresponding ad-
ditional content.
[0034] Feature computation module 104 can receive
tables (e.g., web tables, relational tables, etc.). Feature
computation module 104 can use various feature com-
putation algorithms to compute (static) features of tables.
The computed (static) features can be used for ranking.
For example, feature computation module 104 can com-
pute static (i.e., query independent) features of web ta-
bles for use in relevant ranking. Rankings can be used
to help surface better (e.g., more reputed, more popular,
or more relevant) web tables when many web tables sat-
isfy a search query. Feature computation module 104
can output computed (static) features for tables.
[0035] Feature computation module 104 can be used
with annotated or unannotated tables. When feature
computation module 104 receives annotated tables, the
various feature computation algorithms can use addition-
al content contained in annotations to compute (static)
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features.
[0036] Index building module 106 can receive tables
(e.g., web tables, relational tables, etc.). Index building
module 106 can use various index building algorithms to
build one or more of indexes 121, 122, and 123 from
received tables. Index building module 106 can receive
annotated or unannotated tables. When index building
module 106 receives annotated tables, the various index
building algorithms can use additional content contained
in annotations when building indexes. Index building
module 106 can also access computed (static) features
for tables. When index building module 106 accesses
computed (static) features for tables, the various index
building algorithms can use the computed (static) fea-
tures when building indexes.
[0037] Indexes can then be used to facilitate searches,
including key word searches and data finding data
searches. Keyword searches include a user entering a
keyword query, such as, ’african countries gdp’ into
search engine (or other similar system or module). The
search engine (or other similar system or module) returns
a list of ranked tables which appropriately satisfy the in-
formation need of the user. Data finding data searches
include a user specifying a set of entities (e.g., from a
spreadsheet) and optionally additional key words to a
search engine (or other similar system or module). The
search engine (or other similar system or module) returns
tables containing requested information for the specified
set of entities.

Subject Column Identification

[0038] Figure 2 illustrates an example computer archi-
tecture 200 that facilitates identifying the subject column
of a table. Referring to Figure 2, computer architecture
200 includes candidate column selection module 201,
score calculation module 202, and subject column selec-
tion module 203. Each of candidate column selection
module 201, score calculation module 202, and subject
column selection module 203 can be connected to one
another over (or be part of) a network, such as, for ex-
ample, a Local Area Network ("LAN"), a Wide Area Net-
work ("WAN"), and even the Internet. Accordingly, each
of candidate column selection module 201, score calcu-
lation module 202, and subject column selection module
203 as well as any other connected computer systems
and their components, can create message related data
and exchange message related data (e.g., Internet Pro-
tocol ("IP") datagrams and other higher layer protocols
that utilize IP datagrams, such as, Transmission Control
Protocol ("TCP"), Hypertext Transfer Protocol ("HTTP"),
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol ("SMTP"), etc. or using
other non-datagram protocols) over the network.
[0039] Candidate column selection module 201, score
calculation module 202, and subject column selection
module 203 can be included in table understanding mod-
ule 102. Alternatively, candidate column selection mod-
ule 201, score calculation module 202, and subject col-

umn selection module 203 can operate outside of table
understanding module 102.
[0040] Candidate column selection module 201 is con-
figured to receive a table (e.g., a web table) and select
one or more columns of the table as candidate subject
columns. Candidate selection module 201 can select a
column as a candidate subject column based on one or
more selection considerations. Candidate column selec-
tion module 201 can consider how other many columns
separate a column from the left of a table. For at least
some tables, the leftmost column is often the subject col-
umn.
[0041] Candidate column selection module 201 can
consider if a column is a numeric or non-numeric column.
For at least some tables, the subject column is often non-
numeric. As such, candidate column selection module
can consider if a column is numeric or nonnumeric. Can-
didate column selection module 201 can compute a score
of whether a column is numeric or not. Preceding and
trailing tokens can be removed from values for the col-
umn. For example, a column with revenue or price infor-
mation may contain $ or mil as preceding/trailing tokens.
These tokens can be removed to expose representative
data. For a column, a fraction of the number of cells that
are numeric can be calculated. For example, if a column
has 100 cells and 80 cells have values that are numeric,
then 80% of the cells are numeric. Columns determined
to have more than a specified threshold of numeric cells
can be excluded from further consideration as a subject
column.
[0042] Thus, for non-numeric column’s, candidate col-
umn selection module 201 can consider how other many
columns separate a column from the left of a table.
[0043] Candidate column selection module 201 can
consider the distinctness of cell values in a column. For
at least some tables, subject columns are approximate
keys (i.e., subject columns contain mostly distinct values
but may contain some duplicates). Several different
measures of distinctness can be considered for a column,
including ratio of number of distinct cell values to total
number of cells, number of occurrences of the most re-
peated value, etc.
[0044] Score calculation module 202 is configured to
determine how frequently values in a candidate column
co-occur in subject columns in other tables. For at least
some tables, columns of the tables are properties/rela-
tionships of entities in the subject column. For example,
a column for capital city can be a property/relationship
of a state in corresponding subject column. As such, val-
ues in a true subject column can co-occur with column
names more frequently compared to values in non-sub-
ject columns.
[0045] Score calculation module 202 can calculate a
column score for each candidate column. In one aspect,
score calculation module 202 selects the N (e.g., the
three) left-most non-numeric columns that exceed a
specified distinctness threshold (e.g., .7) as candidate
subject columns. For each candidate subject column,
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score calculation module 202 computes how many times
each value in the candidate subject column occurs with
each column name across a set (plurality) of other tables.
For each value/column name, the number of co-occur-
rences is divided by the number of occurrences of the
value across the set (plurality) of other tables to obtain a
co-occurrence fraction. For example, if a value occurs in
a subject column in 50 tables and occurs in 500 tables
in total, the co-occurrence fraction is 50/500 = .1 (or
10%).
[0046] Score calculation module 202 can use the co-
occurrence fraction for each value in a column to compute
a column score for the column. For example, V1, V2, ...,
Vn can represent the set of values in a column. C1, C2, ...,
Cm can be column names. Thus, f(Vi, Cj) represents the
co-occurrence fraction of tables likely containing Vi in a
subject column where Cj is a name of the column. One
or more aggregate functions can be used to calculate an
column score for a column from all of f(Vi, Cj) for the
column. Some values and column names can be tail val-
ues/column names, so even a few value/column names
with a higher f(Vi, Cj) can contribute to a higher overall
score. One aggregate function calculates a column score
for a column by taking the average of a specified top
number of co-occurrence fractions for the column.
[0047] Alternately and/or in combination, score calcu-
lation module 202 can also consider co-occurrence of
entities in a table (e.g., a web table) and column names
in a knowledgebase. Columns of a table (e.g., a web
table) are properties/relationships of entities in a subject
column. As such, column names can occur within the
same concept/type in a knowledge base. Score calcula-
tion module 202 can calculate a concept score for any
potential concept (i.e., one that overlaps with the entities)
that captures an overlap with entities and column names.
A column with the most appropriate (e.g., highest) con-
cept score can be selected.
[0048] Score calculation module 202 can also use a
knowledgebase to determine whether candidate subject
column name values have attributes in the knowledge
base which match a table. Knowledgebase attributes
matching a table can be used to identify multiple subject
columns in a table. For example, score calculation mod-
ule 202 can learn entity-attribute relationships within a
table. That is, a table may be about States, yet may have
a column Capitol and next to the Capitol column may
have a population column which is the capital population
(there could be a different column for state population).
[0049] Subject column selection module 203 is config-
ured to receive column and/or concept scores for col-
umns. From received scores, subject column selection
module 203 can select one or more columns as subject
columns. For example, based on a column score and/or
a concept score, subject column selection module 203
can classify a column as a subject column or as a non-
subject column.
[0050] Figure 3 illustrates a flow chart of an example
method 300 for identifying a table subject column. Meth-

od 300 will be described with respect to the components
and data of computer architecture 200.
[0051] Method 300 includes selecting a specified
number of columns from the table as subject column can-
didates, each subject column candidate being a candi-
date for a subject column of the table, each subject col-
umn candidate including a plurality of values (301). For
example, candidate column selection module 201 can
access table 211 (e.g., a web table). As depicted, table
211 includes columns 221, 222, 223, 224, 225, etc. Each
column includes a plurality of values. Column 221 in-
cudes values 221A, 221B, 221C, 221D, etc. Column 222
incudes values 222A, 222B, 222C, 222D, etc. Column
223 incudes values 223A, 223B, 223C, 223D, etc. Col-
umn 224 incudes values 224A, 224B, 224C, 224D, etc.
Column 225 incudes values 225A, 225B, 225C, 225D,
etc.
[0052] Candidate column selection module 201 can
select columns 221 and 223 as candidate subject col-
umns. For example, columns 221 and 223 can be within
the leftmost N non-numeric columns of table 211 and the
values in columns 221 and 223 can also satisfy a distinc-
tiveness threshold. Candidate column selection module
201 can send columns 221 and 223 to score calculation
module 202. On the other hand, column 222 may be a
numeric column and/or values in column 222 may not be
sufficiently distinct. As such, column 222 is not consid-
ered a candidate subject column.
[0053] Score calculation module 202 can receive col-
umns 221 and 223 from candidate column selection mod-
ule 201.
[0054] Method 300 includes, for each subject column
candidate, identifying occurrences of any value from
among the plurality of values being paired with one or
more column names across a plurality of other tables
(302). For example, for column 221, score calculation
module 202 can identify any occurrences of values 221A,
221B, 221C, 221D, etc. being paired with column names
in an any of the tables in table set 212. Similarly, for col-
umn 223, score calculation module 202 can identify any
occurrences of values 223A, 223B, 223C, 223D, etc. be-
ing paired with column names in an any of the tables in
table set 212. In one aspect, table set 212 contains a
plurality of relational web tables.
[0055] Method 300 includes, for each subject column
candidate, calculating a score for the subject candidate
column based on the identified occurrences, the calcu-
lated score indicating a likelihood of the candidate col-
umn being a subject column (303). For example, score
calculation module 202 can calculate score 231 for col-
umn 221 and can calculate score 233 for column 223.
[0056] In some aspects, either alternately and/or in
combination, score calculation module 202 considers the
occurrence of values in columns 221 and 223 with the
entities within the same concept/type in knowledge base
214 when calculating scores 231 and 233 respectively.
[0057] Score calculation module 202 can send column
221/score 231 and column 223/ score 233 to subject col-
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umn selection module 203. Subject column selection
module 203 can receive column 221/score 231 and col-
umn 223/ score 233 from score calculation module 202.
[0058] Method 300 includes selecting at least one of
the subject column candidates as a subject column of
the table in accordance with the calculated scores (304).
For example, subject column selection module 203 can
classify column 223 as a subject column in accordance
with scores 231 and 233. Selection of column 223 as a
subject column can be sent to one or more of table an-
notation module 203, feature computation module 104,
and index building module 106.
[0059] In some implementations, a plurality of subject
columns is identified. For example, a table may include
multiple ways of referring to the subject of the table, such
as, for example, in different languages, using abbrevia-
tions, etc. It may also be that a subject column is split
between multiple columns, such as, for example, first
name and last name).
[0060] For subject column detection, co-occurrence of
column name pairs in a corpus of web tables can also
be leveraged. If column name pairs for a candidate sub-
ject column occur with some regularity, there is increased
likelihood that this is a subject column and an attribute
that belongs to that subject. Actual cell values can also
be similarly considered.
[0061] As such, identifying a subject column is useful
because it can then be determined that other columns
are attributes for the subject column. A user can search
for a specific attributes. When a user has their own table,
subject column detection can be performed for data find-
ing data searches. For example, a user may be working
on a spread sheet related to a particular subject. The
user can enter "add population" to search for tables that
cover the particular subject and have population.

Column Header Detection Using Tables

[0062] Figure 4 illustrates example computer architec-
ture 400 that facilitates detecting a column header for a
table. Referring to Figure 4, computer architecture 400
includes candidate column name construction module
401, frequency calculation module 402, and column
header detection module 403. Each of candidate column
name construction module 401, frequency calculation
module 402, and column header detection module 403
can be connected to one another over (or be part of) a
network, such as, for example, a Local Area Network
("LAN"), a Wide Area Network ("WAN"), and even the
Internet. Accordingly, each of candidate column name
construction module 401, frequency calculation module
402, and column header detection module 403 as well
as any other connected computer systems and their com-
ponents, can create message related data and exchange
message related data (e.g., Internet Protocol ("IP") dat-
agrams and other higher layer protocols that utilize IP
datagrams, such as, Transmission Control Protocol
("TCP"), Hypertext Transfer Protocol ("HTTP"), Simple

Mail Transfer Protocol ("SMTP"), etc. or using other non-
datagram protocols) over the network.
[0063] Candidate column name construction module
401, frequency calculation module 402, and column
header detection module 403 can be included in table
understanding module 102. Alternatively, candidate col-
umn name construction module 401, frequency calcula-
tion module 402, and column header detection module
403 can operate outside of table understanding module
102.
[0064] Candidate column name construction module
401 is configured to construct candidate column names
from table definition data. Table definition date can in-
clude data defining a table as well as data derived from
a table. Candidate column name construction module
401 can create a set of candidate column names includ-
ing column names that occur in an express column head-
er (e.g., within <th> or <thead> HyperText markup lan-
guage (HTML) tags) and/or column names that occur in
a first row of data in a table.
[0065] Frequency calculation module 402 can be con-
figured to calculate frequencies of occurrence for each
string that occur either as a column name or a cell value
in any table (e.g., in table set 424). Frequency calculation
module 402 can calculate the number of tables that con-
tain a string as a candidate column name (CCNFreq) and
the number of tables that otherwise contain the string
(i.e., not as a candidate column name) (Non-CCNFreq).
[0066] Column header detection module 403 can be
configured to detect a row of a table as a column header
based on CCNFreqs and Non-CCNFreqs for strings in a
table. For example, when strings (values) in the first row
of data have higher CCNFreqs than Non-CCNFreqs, the
first row is more likely to be a column header.
[0067] More specifically, for example, V1, V2, ..., Vn
can represent values in the first data row of a table. CC-
NFreq(Vi) indicates the number of tables in which Vi oc-
curs, either as an express column header (e.g., within
<th> or <thead>) or as a first row of data (e.g., when a
column header is not expressly defined). Non- CCN-
Freq(Vi) indicates the number of tables in which Vi occurs
other than in an express header or as a first row of data.
A row can be selected as a column header when a fraction
of values Vi for which CCNFreq(Vi) > Non- CCNFreq(Vi)
exceeds a specified threshold (e.g., .5). In some aspects,
column header detection module 403 selects a column
header in accordance with equation 457. In equation 457,
0 can vary depending on the strictness associated with
detecting a column header.
[0068] Column header detection module 403 can also
consider if a table has expressly defined column names
and/or any of the values V1, V2, ..., Vn are numeric. If a
table has expressly defined column names, rows con-
taining names other than the expressly defined column
names are less likely to be a column header. Similarly,
if a row contains numeric values, the row is less likely to
be a column header.
[0069] Frequencies of individual tokens in a candidate
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cell can also be considered. In one aspect, frequency
calculation module 402 can be configured to calculate
frequencies of occurrence for each token in strings (e.g.,
candidate column names) that occur either as a column
name or a cell value in any table (e.g., in table set 424).
For example, tokens "Avg." and "Rainfall" can be identi-
fied from the string "Avg. Rainfall". Frequencies for "Avg."
and "Rainfall" can be calculated separately, since these
tokens can appear in other locations. For example, "Rain-
fall" could appear alone as a column name. "Avg." could
appear in a column name "Avg. Temperature".
[0070] Frequency calculation module 402 can also im-
plement appropriate aggregation functions on token level
frequencies.
[0071] Column header detection module 403 can be
configured to detect a row of a table as a column header
based on CCNFreqs and Non-CCNFreqs for tokens in a
table.
[0072] Figure 5 illustrates a flow chart of an example
method 500 for detecting a column header for a table.
Method 500 will be described with respect to the compo-
nents and data of computer architecture 400.
[0073] Method 500 includes constructing a set of can-
didate column names for the table from data defining the
table (501). For example, candidate column name con-
struction module 401 can receive table 411 and table
definition 412. Table definition 412 can define some prop-
erties of table 411. As depicted, table 411 includes rows
421 (a first row), 422, 423, etc. Each row contains values
that are potentially column names. Row 421 includes val-
ues 421A, 421B, 421C, etc. Row 422 includes values
422A, 422B, 422C, etc. Row 423 includes values 423A,
423B, 423C, etc.
[0074] From table definition 412, candidate column
name construction module 401 can determine that col-
umn names are not expressly defined for table 411. As
such, candidate column name construction module 401
can construct a set of candidate column names from val-
ues of row 421 (the first row). For example, candidate
column name construction module 401 can construct
candidate column name 421A, candidate column name
421B, etc.
[0075] Candidate column name construction module
401 can send candidate column name 421A, candidate
column name 421B, etc. to frequency calculation module
402. Frequency calculation module 402 can receive can-
didate column name 421A, candidate column name
421B, etc. from candidate column name construction
module 401.
[0076] Method 500 includes for each candidate column
name in the set of candidate column names, calculating
a candidate column name frequency for the candidate
column name by identifying a one or more other tables,
from among a set of other tables, that also contain the
candidate column name as a candidate column name
(502). For example, frequency module 402 can calculate
candidate frequency 411 for candidate column name
421A, can calculate candidate frequency 413 for candi-

date column name 421B, etc. To calculate candidate fre-
quency 411, frequency module 402 can identify one or
more tables from among table set 424 (e.g., a set of web
tables) that also contain candidate column name 421A
as a candidate column. Similarly, to calculate candidate
frequency 413, frequency module 402 can identify one
or more tables from among table set 424 that also contain
candidate column name 421B as a candidate column.
Similar calculations can be made to calculate candidate
frequencies for other candidate column names (i.e., other
values in row 421).
[0077] Method 500 includes for each candidate column
name in the set of candidate column names, calculating
a non-candidate column name frequency for the candi-
date column name by identifying a second one or more
other tables, from among the set of other tables, that
contain the candidate column name other than as a can-
didate column name (503). For example, frequency mod-
ule 402 can calculate non-candidate frequency 412 for
candidate column name 421A, can calculate non-candi-
date frequency 414 for candidate column name 421B,
etc. To calculate non-candidate frequency 412, frequen-
cy module 402 can identify one or more tables from
among table set 424 that contain candidate column name
421A but not as a candidate column name. Similarly, to
calculate non-candidate frequency 413, frequency mod-
ule 402 can identify one or more tables from among table
set 424 that also contain candidate column name 421B
but not as a candidate column name. Similar calculations
can be made to calculate non-candidate frequencies for
other candidate column names (i.e., other values in row
421).
[0078] Frequency calculation module 402 can send
candidate column name 421A along with candidate fre-
quency 411 and non-candidate frequency 412 to column
header detection module 403. Similarly, frequency cal-
culation module 402 can send candidate column name
421B along with candidate frequency 413 and non-can-
didate frequency 414 to column header selection module
403. Column header detection module 403 can receive
candidate column name 421A along with candidate fre-
quency 411 and non-candidate frequency 412 from fre-
quency calculation module 402. Similarly, column header
detection module 403 can receive candidate column
name 421B along with candidate frequency 413 and non-
candidate frequency 414 from frequency calculation
module 402. Column header detection module 403 can
also access table definition data 412 and table 411.
[0079] Method 500 includes selecting a row of the table
as a column header when at least a specified threshold
of candidate column names contained in the row have a
candidate column name frequency that is greater than a
non-candidate column name frequency (504). For exam-
ple, column header detection module 403 can detect row
421 as a column header or table 411. Column header
detection module 403 can determine that a specified
threshold of candidate column names (e.g., .5) in row
421 have a candidate frequency that is greater than a
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non-candidate frequency. For example, for candidate
column name 421A, column header detection module
403 can determine that candidate frequency 411 is great-
er than non-candidate frequency 412. Similarly, for can-
didate column name 421B, column header detection
module 403 can determine that candidate frequency 413
is greater than non-candidate frequency

414.Column Header Detection Using Knowledge-
base

A. Using conceptualization to detect whether a head-
er is correct

[0080] Column headers can be detected and/or col-
umn header detection improved (e.g., confidence in se-
lecting a row as a column header increased) using a
knowledgebase. In general, concepts can be inferred
from sets of instances and can be referred to as "con-
ceptualization". Conceptualization can be based on a
knowledge base. In some aspects, conceptualization is
used to determine whether a header is correct. Turning
to Figure 6, Figure 6 illustrates an example table 600
(e.g., a web table). Within table 600, the column header
602 "country" can be inferred from values Australia,
Unites States, South Africa, etc. As such, column header
602 is a hypernym or concept of the values in column
601. Thus, column header 602 "country" is likely a correct
column header.
[0081] Turning to Figure 7, Figure 7 illustrates various
equations used to infer concepts from a set of instances.
A knowledge base (e.g., among knowledge bases 114)
can include tens of millions of concept-instance pair.
Equation 701 represents a set of observed instances.
For the observed instances, a set of more representative
concepts describing the instances can be abstracted.
The probability of concepts can be estimated using a
naive Bayes model depicted in equation 702. In equation
702, ck is a concept and, as depicted in equation 703,
where P(ei, ck) is proportional to the co-occurrence of
instances and concepts, and P(ck) is approximately pro-
portional to the observed frequency of ck. In equation 702
Laplace smoothing is used to filter out noise and intro-
duce concept diversities.
[0082] Based on the equations 701, 702, and 703, a
concept with a larger posterior probability is ranked as
the more likely concept to describe the observed instanc-
es. For example, given instances "China," "Russia," "In-
dia," and "USA," country can be suggested as a concept.
However, given "China," "Indian," and "Russia," emerg-
ing market can be suggested as a concept.

B. Using attribute data and attribute conceptualiza-
tion techniques

[0083] A header row containing names can contain
more obvious column names that can belong to the same
concept. Turning to Figure 8, Figure 8 illustrates an ex-

ample column header 800. The column names of column
header 800 can belong to the same concept.
[0084] In general column names can be extracted from
a column header to generate a column name list. It can
then be determined if column names in the column name
list can be conceptualized to the same hypernym. Syn-
tactic patterns for concept-based and instance-based at-
tributed extraction can be used on a web corpus to proc-
ess documents and extract attributes. A syntactic pattern
for concept-based extraction can be represented as: the
hah of (the/a/an) hch [is]. A syntactic pattern for in-
stance-based extraction can be represented as: the DaD
of (the/a/an) DiD [is].
[0085] Within the syntactic patterns, DaD is a target
attribute that is to be obtained from texts that match the
syntactic patterns, hch is a concept for which attributes
are to be obtained, and DiD is an instance (sub-concept
or entity) in concept DcD. Both hch and DiD can be form
a knowledgebase semantic network. For example, to find
attributes for the concept hch = wine. From the sen-
tence, "... the acidity of a wine is an essential component
of the wine...", DaD = acidity is a candidate attribute of
wine. Furthermore, from the sentence "the taste of Bor-
deaux is ..." DaD = taste is an attribute of ’Bordeaux’.
From the knowledgebase, it can be determined that ’Bor-
deaux’ is an instance in the wine concept. Thus, DaD =
taste is also a candidate attribute of wine.
[0086] With a list of attributes, it can be determined
how important and/or how typical each attribute is for the
concept. As such, typicality scores can be calculated for
attributes. More specifically:

P(c|a) denotes how typical concept c is, given at-
tribute a.
P(a|c) denotes how typical attribute a is, given con-
cept c.

[0087] To calculate typicality scores, two cases can be
considered: attributes from concept-based extraction
and attributes from instance-based extractions.
[0088] Figure 9 illustrates various equations used to
calculate typicality scores for extracted attributes. For
concept-based extraction, an attribute list with the format
(c, a, n(c, a)) can be obtained. Grouping this list by c, a
list of attributes observed about c and their frequency
distribution can be determined. With this information, typ-
icality score P(a|c) can be obtained as depicted in equa-
tion 901
[0089] For instance-based extraction, one or more at-
tribute lists with the format (i, a, n(c, a)) can be obtained.
Each different instance-based list can be obtained from
a different data corpus, such as, for example, web doc-
uments, query log, and knowledge base respectively. A
separate typicality score can be calculated from each
different instance-based list. Separate typicality scores
for instance-based lists can then be aggregated with a
typicality score for the concept-based list. To connect an
instance-based pattern with a concept, P(a|c) can be ex-
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panded as depicted in equation 902.
[0090] With the expansion in equation 902, P(a|i, c)
and P(i|c) can be calculated to determine a typicality
score. For example, consider an instance-based pattern
"the age of George Washington". The instance-based
pattern can contribute to the typicality scoring of age for
the concept president, knowing that ’George Washing-
ton’ is an instance of the concept president. In equation
902, P(a|i, c) quantifies the attribute typicality of age for
’George Washington’ when its underlying concept is
president, while P(i|c) represents how representative
’George Washington’ is for the concept president.
[0091] Under this simplifying assumption, P(a|i, c) can
be calculated as depicted in equation 903 and P(i|c) can
be calculated as depicted in equation 904. Based on
equations 903 and 904, P(c|i) can be obtained from the
knowledge base. P(c|i) represents how likely a concept
c is for a given instance i. P(c|i) = 1 is the concept-instance
is observed in the knowledge base and P(c|i) = 0 other-
wise.
[0092] With typicality scores, a machine can be used
to perform the inference. That is, to find a more likely
concept based on a set of attributes. For example, to find
concept c as depicted in equation 905 where A is a se-
quence of attributes. The probability of concepts can be
estimated user a naive Bayes model as depicted in equa-
tion 906.

C. Using heuristic rules to detect column header

[0093] Heuristic rules can also be used to detect a col-
umn header. For example, when the cell type of a header
row differs from the cell type of other cells, the header
row is more likely a column names header. Turning to
Figure 10, Figure 10 illustrates an example table 1000
(e.g., a web table). Within table 1000, cells 1013, 1014,
1015, 1016, and 1017 are strings and but values in other
cells of columns 1003, 1004, 1005, 1005, and 1007 are
digits. Thus, cells 1013, 1014, 1015, 1016, and 1017 are
more likely part of a column header (i.e., column header
1022). As such, it is possible to identify column header
1022 as a column header even if the row is not expressly
defined as a column header.
[0094] The length and/or number of tokens in a cell
versus the length and/or number of tokens in other cells
in the column can also be considered. For example, cell
1011 includes two tokens "County" and "Name". Other
cells in subject column 1021 contain one token. Likewise,
cell 1012 includes two tokens "County" and "Seat". Other
cells in column 1002 contain one token. As such, cells
1011 and 1012 are more likely part of a column header
(e.g., column header 1022).
[0095] Whether the content of a cell and other cells in
a column are summarized with the same or different reg-
ular expressions can also be considered. For example,
column 1013 contains cell values "Year Founded",
"1854", "1839", "1760", etc. However, "Year Founded" is
summarized with a different minimal regular expression

than the minimal regular expression summarizing each
of "1854", "1839", "1760", etc. Thus, cell 1013 is likely
part of a column header (e.g., column header 1022).
[0096] In another example, a column may contain cell
values "SocialSecNo", "123-45-678" , "345-67-8901",
"678-90-1234". All cells have the same number of char-
acters. However, "SocialSecNo" is summarized with a
different minimal regular expression than the minimal
regular expression summarizing each of
123-45-678" , "345-67-8901", "678-90-1234". As such,
the cell containing "SocialSecNo" is more likely to be part
of column header.

Multi-row Column Headers

[0097] Aspects of the invention can be used to detect
multi-row column headers. For example, some tables
have a header row duplicated every page-worth of rows.
Other tables use multiple header rows, where one row
is more general and another row more specific. For ex-
ample, a table could have a row with a cell value "Tem-
perature" spanning first and second columns. The table
could have another row with a cell value "Avg" in the first
column and "Max" in the second column. Candidate col-
umn name construction module 401, frequency calcula-
tion module 402, and column header detection module
403 can be configured to detect multiple header rows for
a table.

Understanding Tables

[0098] Figure 11 illustrates an example architecture
1100 that facilitates understanding a table. Referring to
Figure 11, computer architecture 1100 includes subject
column detector 1101 and column header detector 1102.
Each of subject column detector 1101 and column head-
er detector 1102 can be connected to one another over
(or be part of) a network, such as, for example, a Local
Area Network ("LAN"), a Wide Area Network ("WAN"),
and even the Internet. Accordingly, each of subject col-
umn detector 1101 and column header detector 1102 as
well as any other connected computer systems and their
components, can create message related data and ex-
change message related data (e.g., Internet Protocol
("IP") datagrams and other higher layer protocols that
utilize IP datagrams, such as, Transmission Control Pro-
tocol ("TCP"), Hypertext Transfer Protocol ("HTTP"),
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol ("SMTP"), etc. or using
other non-datagram protocols) over the network.
[0099] Generally, subject column detector 1101 can
detect one or more subject columns of a table. To detect
one or more subject columns, subject column detector
1101 can implement one or more of the modules of com-
puter architecture 200 and used any related algorithms
as described. Generally, column header detector 1102
is configured to detect a column header of a table. To
detect a column header, column header detector 1102
can implement one or more of the modules of computer
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architecture 400 and use any related algorithms as de-
scribed.
[0100] Subject column detector 1101 and column
header detector 1102 can be included in table under-
standing module 102. Alternatively, subject column de-
tector 1101 and column header detector 1102 can oper-
ate outside of table understanding module 102.
[0101] As depicted, table 1111 (e.g., a web table) in-
cludes columns 1112A-1112F and rows 1113A-1113M.
Each of subject column detector 1101 and column head-
er detector 1102 can access table 1111.
[0102] Subject column detector 1101 can detect the
subject column of table 1111. To determine the subject
column of table 1111, subject column detector 1101 can
consider columns 1112A, 1112D, and 1112E (the 3 left
most non-numeric columns). Using any of the described
algorithms, subject column detector 1101 can calculate
a score for each of columns 1112A, 1112D, and 1112E.
For example, a column score can be calculated form the
co-occurrence of table values with column names in other
tables and/or the co-occurrence of table entities and col-
umn names in a knowledge base. Based on calculated
scores, a column from among columns 1112A, 1112B,
and 1112E can be detected as the subject column for
table 1111. For example, column 1112A can be selected
as the subject column for table 1111.
[0103] Column header detector 1102 can detect the
header row of table 1111. To determine the column head-
er for table 1111, column header detector 1102 can use
any of the described algorithms, such as, for example,
column header detection using web tables, column head-
er detection using a knowledge base, conceptualization,
heuristics, etc., to detect a row of table 1111 as a column
header. For example, column header detector 1102 can
construct a set of candidate column names for the table
1111 from data defining table 1111. Column header de-
tector 1102 candidate can calculate column name fre-
quencies and non-candidate column name frequencies
for each candidate column name. Column header detec-
tor 1102 candidate can select a row of tables 1111 as
column header based on the calculated frequencies. For
example, row 1113A can be detected as a column header
for table 1111.
[0104] Implementations of the invention can be used
in structured data search system (SDSS) that indexes
structured information such as tables in a relational da-
tabase or html tables extracted from web pages and al-
lows users to search over the structured information (ta-
bles). The SDSS can index and provide multiple search
mechanisms over structured information. One search
mechanism is keyword search where the user poses a
keyword query such as ’african countries gdp’ to the
SDSS. The SDSS returns a ranked list of tables which
appropriately satisfies the information need of user. An-
other mechanism is data finding data where the user
specifies a set of entities (e.g., present in a spreadsheet)
and optionally additional keywords to the SDSS. The
SDSS returns tables that contain the requested informa-

tion for that set of entities.
[0105] The present invention may be implemented in
other specific forms without departing from its spirit or
essential characteristics. The described implementa-
tions are to be considered in all respects only as illustra-
tive and not restrictive. The scope of the invention is,
therefore, indicated by the appended claims rather than
by the foregoing description. All changes which come
within the meaning and range of equivalency of the claims
are to be embraced within their scope.

Claims

1. A computer-implemented method (300) for detecting
one or more subject columns of a table, the method
comprising:

receiving tables extracted from a web snapshot
and/or a curated data set, wherein the extracted
tables each comprise a column header contain-
ing column names;
selecting (301) one or more columns from a ta-
ble of the received tables as candidate subject
columns, each candidate subject column being
a candidate for a subject column of the table,
each candidate subject column including a plu-
rality of values;
for each candidate subject column:

determining how many times each value in
a candidate subject column co-occurs with
each column name in other tables of the re-
ceived tables; and
calculating (303) a score for the candidate
subject column based on the number of co-
occurrences for each value, the calculated
score indicating a likelihood of the candi-
date subject column being a subject col-
umn; and

selecting (304) at least one of the candidate sub-
ject columns as a subject column of the table in
accordance with the calculated scores.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein selecting one or
more columns from the table as candidate subject
columns comprises:

selecting a specified number of leftmost col-
umns of the table as candidate subject columns,
wherein selecting a specified number of leftmost
columns of the table as candidate subject col-
umns comprises selecting a specified number
of leftmost non-numeric columns of the table as
candidate subject columns; or
selecting one or more columns from the table
as candidate subject columns based on the dis-
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tinctness of cell values in the specified number
of columns; or
comprises selecting one or more columns from
a relational table; or
comprises selecting one or more columns from
a web table.

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

for each value, dividing the number of co-occur-
rences of the value by the number of occurrenc-
es of the value across the other tables to obtain
a co-occurrence fraction; and
using the co-occurrence fraction for each value
in the candidate subject column to calculate a
column score for the candidate subject column.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein selecting at least
one of the candidate subject columns as a subject
column of the table comprises selecting a plurality
of the candidate subject columns as a subject col-
umn of the table.

5. A system, the system comprising:

one or more processors;
system memory; and
one or more computer storage media having
stored thereon computer executable instruc-
tions representing a subject column detector
(1101), the subject column detector for detecting
one or more subject columns (1112A) of a table
(1111), the subject column detector configured
to perform a method according to one of claims
1 to 4.

Patentansprüche

1. Computerimplementiertes Verfahren (300) zum De-
tektieren einer oder mehrerer Betreff-Spalten einer
Tabelle, wobei das Verfahren umfasst:

Empfangen von Tabellen, die aus einem Web-
Snapshot und/oder einem kuratierten Daten-
satz extrahiert wurden, wobei die extrahierten
Tabellen jeweils einen Spalten-Header umfas-
sen, der Spaltennamen enthält;
Auswählen (301) einer oder mehrerer Spalten
aus einer Tabelle der erhaltenen Tabellen als
Kandidaten-Betreff-Spalten, wobei jede Kandi-
daten-Betreff-Spalte ein Kandidat für eine Be-
treff-Spalte der Tabelle ist und wobei jede Kan-
didaten-Betreff-Spalte eine Vielzahl von Werten
einschließt;
für jede Kandidaten-Betreff-Spalte:

Bestimmen, wie oft jeder Wert in einer Kan-

didaten-Betreff-Spalte gleichzeitig mit je-
dem Spaltennamen in anderen Tabellen
der empfangenen Tabellen auftritt; und
Berechnen (303) eines Score für die Kan-
didaten-Betreff-Spalte auf der Grundlage
der Anzahl des gleichzeitigen Auftretens für
jeden Wert, wobei der Score die Wahr-
scheinlichkeit angibt, dass die Kandidaten-
Betreff-Spalte eine Betreff-Spalte ist; und

Auswählen (304) von mindestens einer der Kan-
didaten-Betreff-Spalten als ein Betreff-Spalte
der Tabelle gemäß den berechneten Scores.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Auswählen
einer oder mehrerer Spalten aus der Tabelle als Kan-
didaten-Betreff-Spalten umfasst:

Auswählen einer spezifizierten Anzahl von ganz
linken Spalten der Tabelle als Kandidaten-Be-
treff-Spalten, wobei das Auswählen einer spe-
zifizierten Anzahl von ganz linken Spalten der
Tabelle als Kandidaten-Betreff-Spalten das
Auswählen einer spezifizierten Anzahl von ganz
linken nichtnumerischen Spalten der Tabelle als
Kandidaten-Betreff-Spalten umfasst; oder
Auswählen einer oder mehrerer Spalten aus der
Tabelle als Kandidaten-Betreff-Spalten auf der
Grundlage der Unterscheidbarkeit von Zellwer-
ten in der spezifizierten Anzahl von Spalten;
oder
das Auswählen einer oder mehrerer Spalten aus
einer relationalen Tabelle umfasst; oder
das Auswählen einer oder mehrerer Spalten aus
einer Webtabelle umfasst.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, weiter umfassend:

für jeden Wert, Dividieren der Anzahl des gleich-
zeitigen Auftretens des Wertes durch die Anzahl
des Auftretens des Wertes in den anderen Ta-
bellen, um eine Fraktion des gleichzeitigen Auf-
tretens zu erhalten; und
Verwenden der Fraktion des gleichzeitigen Auf-
tretens für jeden Wert in dem Kandidaten-Be-
treff-Spalte zum Berechnen eines Spalten-
Scores für die Kandidaten-Betreff-Spalte.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Auswählen
mindestens einer der Kandidaten-Betreff-Spalten
als eine Betreff-Spalte der Tabelle das Auswählen
einer Vielzahl der Kandidaten-Betreff-Spalten als ei-
ne Betreff-Spalte der Tabelle umfasst.

5. System, wobei das System umfasst:

einen oder mehrere Prozessoren;
Systemspeicher; und
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ein oder mehrere Computerspeichermedien mit
darauf gespeicherten computerausführbaren
Anweisungen, die einen Betreff-Spalten-Detek-
tor (1101) darstellen, wobei der Betreff-Spalten-
Detektor zum Detektieren einer oder mehrerer
Betreff-Spalten (1112A) einer Tabelle (1111)
dient, wobei der Betreff-Spalten-Detektor konfi-
guriert ist, um ein Verfahren nach einem der An-
sprüche 1 bis 4 durchzuführen.

Revendications

1. Procédé mis en œuvre par ordinateur (300) pour dé-
tecter une ou plusieurs colonnes de sujet d’une table,
le procédé comprenant :

la réception de tables extraites d’une capture
d’écran Web et/ou d’un ensemble de données
organisées, dans lequel les tables extraites
comprennent chacune un en-tête de colonne
contenant des noms de colonne ;
la sélection (301) d’une ou de plusieurs colon-
nes à partir d’une table des tables reçues en tant
que colonnes de sujet candidates, chaque co-
lonne de sujet candidate étant un candidat pour
une colonne de sujet de la table, chaque colonne
de sujet candidate incluant une pluralité de
valeurs ;
pour chaque colonne de sujet candidate :

la détermination de combien de fois chaque
valeur dans une colonne de sujet candidate
apparaît de manière concomitante avec
chaque nom de colonne dans d’autres ta-
bles des tables reçues ; et
le calcul (303) d’un score pour la colonne
de sujet candidate sur la base du nombre
de cooccurrences pour chaque valeur, le
score calculé indiquant une probabilité que
la colonne de sujet candidate est une co-
lonne de sujet ; et

la sélection (304) d’au moins une des colonnes
de sujet candidates en tant que colonne de sujet
de la table en fonction des scores calculés.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la sé-
lection d’une ou de plusieurs colonnes dans la table
en tant que colonnes de sujet candidates comprend :

la sélection d’un nombre spécifié de colonnes
situées les plus à gauche de la table en tant que
colonnes de sujet candidates, dans lequel la sé-
lection d’un nombre spécifié de colonnes si-
tuées les plus à gauche de la table en tant que
colonnes de sujet candidates comprend la sé-
lection d’un nombre spécifié de colonnes non

numériques situées les plus à gauche de la table
en tant que colonnes de sujet candidates ; ou
la sélection d’une ou de plusieurs colonnes dans
la table en tant que colonnes de sujet candidates
sur la base de la distinction de valeurs de cellule
dans le nombre spécifié de colonnes ; ou
comprend la sélection d’une ou de plusieurs co-
lonnes dans une table relationnelle ; ou
comprend la sélection d’une ou plusieurs colon-
nes dans une table Web.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre :

pour chaque valeur, la division du nombre de
cooccurrences de la valeur par le nombre d’oc-
currences de la valeur dans les autres tables
pour obtenir une fraction de cooccurrence ; et
l’utilisation de la fraction de cooccurrence pour
chaque valeur dans la colonne de sujet candi-
date pour calculer un score de colonne pour la
colonne de sujet candidate.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la sé-
lection d’au moins une des colonnes de sujet candi-
dates en tant que colonne de sujet de la table com-
prend la sélection d’une pluralité de colonnes de su-
jet candidates en tant que colonne de sujet de la table

5. Système, le système comprenant :

un ou plusieurs processeurs ;
une mémoire système ; et
un ou plusieurs supports de stockage informa-
tiques sur lesquels sont stockés des instructions
pouvant être exécutées par un ordinateur repré-
sentant un détecteur de colonne de sujet (1101),
le détecteur de colonne de sujet étant destiné à
détecter une ou plusieurs colonnes de sujet
(1112A) d’une table (1111), le détecteur de co-
lonne de sujet étant configuré pour réaliser un
procédé selon l’une des revendications 1 à 4.
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